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Abstract:
The clinical assessment of drugtaking behaviors in medically ill patients with pain is
complex and may be hindered by the lack of empirically derived information about such
behaviors in particularly medically ill populations. To investigate issues surrounding the
assessment of these behaviors, we piloted a questionnaire based on the observations of
specialists in pain management and substance abuse. This preliminary questionnaire
evaluated medication use, present and past drug abuse, patients' beliefs and the risk of
addiction in the context of pain treatment, and aberrant drugtaking attitudes and
behaviors. This instrument was piloted in a mixed group of cancer patients (N= 52) and a
group of women with HIV/AIDS (N = 111). Reports of past drug use and abuse were
more frequent than present reports in both groups. Current aberrant drugrelated
behaviors were seldom reported, but attitude items revealed that patients would consider
engaging in aberrant behaviors, or would possibly excuse them in others, if pain or
symptom management were inadequate. Aberrant behaviors and attitudes were endorsed
more frequently by the women with HIV/AIDS than by the cancer patients. Patients
greatly overestimated the risk of addiction in pain treatment. We discuss the significance
of these findings and the need for cautious interpretation given the limitations of the
methodology. This early experience suggests that both cancer and HIV/AIDS patients
appear to respond in a forthcoming fashion to drugtaking behavior questions and
describe attitudes and behaviors that may be highly relevant to the diagnosis and
understanding management of substance use among patients with medical illness.

Comments:
Strengths/uniqueness: An initial effort to characterize drug related behaviors and
attitudes in cancer and AIDS patients, by using a comprehensive pilot survey. Confirms a
high frequency of abnormal drug behavior and attitudes in women with HIV/AIDS. The
overestimation by all patients of the addiction risk reinforces the need for education.

Weakness:The questions on drug use do not capture the time elapse and duration of past
behavior. The authors highlight the other limitations of small sample size, potential bias
in questionnaire design and subjects' response, patients limited to an academic cancer
centre or women with HIV/AIDS, and inability to do subgroup analysis.
Relevance to Palliative Care: This study highlights the wide potential variation in
different palliative care populations in patterns of past and present aberrant drugtaking
behaviors and the need for a clinically useful screening approach. The implications for
psychosocial and pharmacological management of symptoms such as pain, as well as any
underlying aberrant behavior, remains unclear.

